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Abstract—A 3.5 GHz digital fractional-N PLL in 65 nm CMOS
technology is presented that achieves phase noise and spurious tone
performance comparable to those of a high-performance analog
PLL. It is enabled by a new second-order frequency-to-digital converter that uses a dual-mode ring oscillator and digital logic instead of a charge pump and ADC. It also incorporates a new technique to reduce excess phase noise that would otherwise be caused
by component mismatches when the DCO input is near integer
boundaries. The PLL's largest in-band fractional spur is -60 dBc,
its worst-case reference spur is -81 dBc, and its phase noise is -93,
-126, and -151 dBc/Hz at offsets of 100 kHz, 1 MHz, and 20 MHz,
respectively. Its active area is 0.34 mm2 and it dissipates 15.6 mW
from a 1 V supply.
Index Terms—Digital PLL, fractional-N phase-locked loop, frequency synthesizer, frequency-to-digital conversion, PLL.

I. INTRODUCTION

E

VOLVING wireless communication standards place increasingly stringent performance requirements on the frequency synthesizers that generate RF local oscillator signals
for up and down conversion in wireless transceivers. Conventional analog fractional- phase-locked loops (PLLs) with digmodulation are the standard for such frequency synital
thesizers because of their excellent phase noise and spurious
tone performance [1]–[5]. Unfortunately, they require high-performance analog charge pumps and large-area analog ﬁlters, so
the trends of CMOS technology scaling and increasingly dense
system-on-chip integration have created an inhospitable environment for them.
Digital fractional- PLLs have been developed over the
last decade to address this problem [6]–[36]. They avoid
large analog loop ﬁlters and can tolerate device leakage
and low supply voltages which makes them better-suited to
highly-scaled CMOS technology than analog PLLs. They
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are increasingly used in place of analog PLLs as frequency
synthesizers, but they have yet to fully replace analog PLLs
in high-performance wireless applications. While both analog
and digital fractional- PLLs introduce quantization noise,
in prior digital PLLs the quantization noise has higher power
or higher spurious tones than in comparable analog PLLs.
Consequently, they exhibit worse phase noise or spurious tone
performance than the best analog PLLs [37]–[45]. Digital PLLs
frequency-to-digital conversion
based on second-order
(FDC-PLLs) offer a potential solution to this problem in that
their quantization noise ideally is equivalent to that of an analog
modulation, but prior second-order
PLL with second-order
FDC-PLLs incorporate charge pumps and ADCs which have
so far limited their performance and minimum supply voltages
[46]–[48].
This paper presents an FDC-PLL that avoids these limitations
by implementing the functionality of a charge pump and ADC
with a dual-mode ring oscillator (DMRO) and digital logic [49].
The new architecture and circuit-level techniques described in
the paper enable very low phase noise and low power dissipation with better spurious tone performance than previously published PLLs in the same class.
II. HIGH-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONALITY
A high-level diagram of the implemented second-order
FDC-PLL is shown in Fig. 1 [49]. Its input,
, is a periodic
reference signal of frequency
, and its output,
,
ideally is periodic with frequency
, where
is a
positive integer and is a fractional value in the range 1/2
to 1/2. Its principal sub-blocks are a
frequency-to-digital
converter (FDC), a digitally controlled oscillator (DCO), and a
lowpass digital loop ﬁlter (DLF). The main high-level architecture differences between the FDC-PLL and prior second-order
FDC-PLLs lie in the
FDC. In the remainder of this section,
the FDC-PLL is ﬁrst explained in terms of the input-output
behavior of the
FDC, and then the
FDC's internal
operation is explained.
The
output of the
FDC is an integer-valued,
-rate
digital sequence. It can be written as
, where
is an estimate of the PLL's average frequency error over the th reference period (the term estimate
is used because
also contains any noise and distortion
resulting from non-ideal circuit behavior in the
FDC), and
is quantization noise. As proven mathematically for a
slightly generalized version of the
FDC in [50] and explained qualitatively below,
is identical to the quanti-
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Fig. 1. High-level diagram of the implemented FDC-PLL.

Fig. 2. Signal processing performed by the ring phase calculator.

zation noise from a second-order
modulator. This implies
that
, where
is
uniform quantization noise [51]. As indicated in Fig. 1, is
added to
and the result is accumulated to generate an estimate of the PLL's phase error plus ﬁrst-order quantization noise
given by
. Therefore, each output sample of
the accumulator prior to the DLF is nearly proportional to the
amount of charge in each charge pump pulse in an analog PLL
with second-order
modulation [52].
As described below, the
output of the
FDC is a
digitized version of
with a quantization step-size of 1/26,
so it can be written as
, where
is quantization noise with much (about 28 dB) lower power than
. As indicated in Fig. 1, its ﬁrst difference (i.e.,
) is added to the output of the accumulator prior to the
DLF. This has the effect of cancelling most of the quantization
noise prior to the DLF, because it replaces
with
. This quantization noise cancellation
(QNC) technique is a variant of similar techniques that have
been applied previously to both analog and digital PLLs [38],
[39], [44], [45], [52], [53].
The DLF contains a proportional-integral compensator that
controls the PLL's dynamics, and it also contains IIR ﬁlter stages
that introduce four out-of-band poles to further suppress the
residual
quantization noise. The linearized model presented
in [50] was used to choose the placement of the poles and zeros
for this design.
FDC Signal Processing: The
FDC consists of a
phase-frequency detector (PFD) and multi-modulus divider of
the types used in analog PLLs, a DMRO, a ring phase calculator digital block, and a
digital block. The DMRO frequency switches from
to
when the PFD output,
,
goes high, and from
to
when
goes low, where
.1
1As explained in [50], the PLL's performance is not highly sensitive to
from
or from non-ideal frequency switching
deviations of
transients.

As shown in Fig. 2, the ring phase calculator samples the outputs of the DMRO's 13 inverters to generate
and samples the output of an 8 bit counter clocked by one of the DMRO's
inverters to generate
. These sampling operations are synchronous with each rising edge of the
-rate clock,
,
which is asynchronous with the rising edges of the DMRO inverter outputs. Synchronization circuitry that enables the sampling to occur without errors or metastability issues is described
in Section III, but is omitted from Fig. 2 to simplify the ring
phase calculator's signal processing explanation.
The ring phase calculator's 8 bit counter is never reset, so it
counts DMRO cycles and rolls over every 256 DMRO cycles.
Thus, its output,
, can be viewed as the measured DMRO
phase in cycles quantized down to the nearest integer modulo
256. The phase decoder uses all 13 DMRO inverter outputs to
measure the counter's quantization error to a resolution of 1/26
of a DMRO cycle, so its output can be viewed as a quantized
version of the counter's quantization error. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3 wherein the sampling operation prior to the phase decoder
is omitted for illustration clarity.
During the th
period, the ring phase calculator calculates the ﬁrst difference of the sampled counter output (i.e.,
the current minus the previous sampled counter outputs) and
clears the most signiﬁcant bit (MSB) of the result. Frequency
is the derivative of phase, so it can be veriﬁed that these operations result in a measurement of the DMRO frequency divided
by
and quantized to the nearest integer. The ring phase calculator subtracts an integer, , from this frequency measurement and accumulates the result to generate
(in the prototype IC,
can be set to any integer from 40 to 80). Given
that the
path in the ring phase calculator implements a
ﬁrst difference and subsequently an accumulator,
is a measurement of the DMRO's phase. Speciﬁcally, it can be veriﬁed
that
is the difference between the DMRO's phase in cycles
quantized down to the nearest integer and the phase of an ideal
oscillator of frequency
at the time of the th rising edge
of
[50].
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the ring phase calculator's phase decoder and 8 bit counter.

Fig. 4. Equivalent behavior of the ring phase calculator in terms of how it generates

The clipper shown in Fig. 2 only affects the locking behavior
of the PLL because the magnitude of
would be bounded
by 2 when the PLL is locked even without the clipper [50]. Its
purpose is to reduce the PLL's worst-case locking time. During
startup, if the reference and divider were only slightly out of
lock, allowing the magnitude of
to exceed 2 would sometimes speed up the locking process. However, when the PLL
loop is far out of lock, large-magnitude
values can significantly increase the lock time in certain situations. The clipper
circumvents this issue.
Qualitative Explanation of the
FDC'S Operation: It can
be veriﬁed from the explanation above that
is equivalent
to the result of counting DMRO cycles with an inﬁnite-range
counter (i.e., a counter that never rolls over), sampling the
counter on each rising edge
, and subtracting
from
the result. This is shown in Fig. 4 for
along with a
corresponding timing diagram. The counter increases with a
slope that is low when the DMRO frequency is
and a slope
that is higher when the DMRO frequency is
. Therefore,
the counter output is equivalent to the quantized integral of a
constant plus the PFD output,
, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
As shown in Fig. 1, the
FDC has local feedback through
the divider. For example, increasing the
pulse width during
the th
period has the effect of increasing
(as can
be seen from the timing diagram in Fig. 4), which decreases the

.

Fig. 5. Equivalent forms of a second-order

modulator.

divider modulus (because the divider modulus is
), which decreases the
pulse width during the
th
period (because
goes low when the divider
output goes high). As proven in [50], this negative feedback ensures that
has one pulse per
period with an average
duration of
(1)
(where
is set to be greater than
, so each rising
edge of the reference is always followed by a rising edge of
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the FDC-PLL showing the four supply domains with dashed boxes.

the divider output. This implies that the average frequency of
the divider output is
, so the average value of
, and,
hence,
, must be
when the PLL output frequency is
. As also proven in [50], the average frequency of the
DMRO locks to
as a byproduct of the
FDC's operation. Therefore, the DMRO is not a free-running oscillator; it
is locked to a ﬁxed integer multiple of the reference frequency,
which minimizes the potential for fractional spurs.
The top structure in Fig. 5 is the well-known second-order
modulator, and the bottom structure is an equivalent version of it. The
FDC equivalence to a
modulator can
be seen from the bottom
modulator in Fig. 5. The
block of the
modulator is implemented by the
block
in the
FDC. The second accumulator and quantizer are implemented by the integration and quantization performed by the
DMRO and ring phase calculator as described above. The divider's output frequency varies in proportion to both
and
the PLL's frequency error, i.e., its deviation from
,
so the divider's output phase and, consequently, the width of the
pulse during the th
period is proportional to the
integral of both
and the PLL's frequency error. This integration operation implements the ﬁrst accumulator in the
modulator.
Relationship to TDCs With Quantization Noise Shaping and
First-Order FDCs: A signiﬁcant aspect of the above-mentioned
modulator equivalence is that the
FDC inherits
the self-dithering property of a second-order
modulator,
which suppresses spurious tones that would otherwise occur
in its quantization noise [47], [48], [51], [54]. In contrast,
previously published gated ring oscillator (GRO) and switched
ring oscillator (SRO) time-to-digital converters (TDCs) and
previously-published ﬁrst-order FDCs that have been used in
PLLs are only equivalent to ﬁrst-order
modulators, which
are notorious for having quantization noise with large spurious
tones [28]–[33].
In the prototype IC,
so the DMRO is equivalent
to an SRO (but it is not part of an SRO-TDC). However, the
FDC-PLL architecture also works with
, in which case
the DMRO would be equivalent to a GRO. The term DMRO
was used for the ring oscillator in this paper for consistency with
[50] which presents general mathematical results applicable to
either case. In the following, SROs and GROs are collectively
referred to as DMROs.

Previously published digital PLLs based on SRO-TDCs or
GRO-TDCs, i.e., DMRO-TDCs, each have a divider controlled
by a digital
modulator such that its average modulus is
as in an analog PLL, and the sampled phase of the DMRO
is subjected to a
block to estimate the DMRO's instantaneous frequency and ﬁrst-order shape its quantization noise.
Therefore, each such PLL has quantization noise from both the
digital
modulator and the DMRO, whereas the FDC-PLL
only has quantization noise from the DMRO. Furthermore, in a
DMRO-TDC based PLL the DMRO is free-running whereas in
the FDC-PLL the DMRO is locked to a multiple of the reference frequency as described in the previous subsection.
III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Fig. 6 shows the FDC-PLL without its test logic or programming interface. The only blocks which are fully custom analog
are the crystal oscillator (XO), DMRO, and DCO. The custom
digital blocks are comprised entirely of standard cells, but manually laid out; manual versus automated layout gives better control over parasitics for improved speed and matching. The ring
phase calculator block, the
block, the DLF, and a portion of the DCO's control logic are all contained in the place and
route (PNR) digital.
A. Clocking and Timing
FDC Timing: The
FDC requires the divider to operate such that within one period of
the
pulse rises
and falls, the DMRO is sampled, and
and
are computed, all in time for the divider to be loaded for the next reference period. The DMRO's phase sample-rate is the reference
frequency, and while it is functionally possible to sample the
DMRO on the rising reference edge while
is high and the
DMRO frequency is
, it is much simpler timing-wise to
sample it on the falling reference edge when
is low and
the DMRO's frequency is
. As shown in Fig. 7,
is
generated from delayed inverted reference edges; the purpose
of the delay and high duty cycle is to save power in the synchronizer which is discussed in Section III-B. The
FDC is
not sensitive to jitter on this sampling edge because this noise is
added after the second accumulator in the equivalent
modulator, so it is subjected to the same highpass noise shaping as
the quantization noise.
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Fig. 7. FDC-PLL timing diagram.

Fig. 8. Multi-modulus divider.

The timing bottleneck is generating
in time to affect the
divider's next output edge. The value
is chosen according to
(1) such that the average width, , of
is
, the reason
for which is explained in Section III-B. When
MHz
and
GHz,
. It follows from the
modulator equivalence that
, and as
is the
result of passing
through the
block, this ensures
that
. Thus, each
pulse is high for 28 to 40 DCO
periods after the rising reference edge. If
is 28 DCO periods

wide, then there are 40 DCO periods between
and the
falling edge of
. Adding 2 ns for the
delay, plus a
worst case of 2 ns through the synchronizer means the data into
the FDC digital is ready no later than 54 DCO periods into the
current divider interval.
The divider shown in Fig. 8 is a multi-modulus divider similar
to that presented in [55] but modiﬁed to allow the modulus to be
loaded after the current division interval has begun. Rather than
dividing by
with one chain of divide-by-2/3 cells as in
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Fig. 9. High-level diagram of PNR digital sub-blocks and their clocking.

[55], the modulus is split into ﬁxed and variable count intervals
such that the modulus for the variable count interval need not
be loaded until 8 DCO periods before the end of the prior ﬁxed
count interval. The divider has 6 divide-by-2/3 cells and control
logic that re-uses the chain multiple times per division interval.
When
, the divider begins each period by dividing
by 80. At the end of this interval the chain is reloaded with
the modulus
, which completes the division. In
this mode the divider can accommodate any modulus from 96
through 133. When
, the divider divides by 32 three
times for a total of 96, followed by the variable modulus division
of
. In this mode the divider can accommodate
any modulus from 134 to 159. In the FDC-PLL timing example
in Fig. 7,
so the divider must be loaded before the
th
th DCO period into its interval. The FDC digital
(comprised of the ring phase calculator and
block) has
DCO periods to process the current DMRO sample
and generate
.
Digital Timing: A detailed diagram of the PNR digital is
shown in Fig. 9. Its clock,
, is generated by the divider's
3rd divide-by-2/3 cell output, which has an average frequency
of
/8. The FDC digital, DLF, and a portion of the DCO digital (described in Section III-C) are all clocked at the reference
rate by gated versions of
. The synchronizer (described
in Section III-B) generates the signal
which indicates that
the sampled DMRO outputs and the ring phase calculator's sampled counter output are valid. The
signal is retimed in the
PNR digital because it is asynchronous with respect to
.
This introduces a delay of 0.5–1.5
periods. The output of
the FDC digital is ready one
period after that, for a total
of 1.5–2.5
or 12–20
periods between synchronizer data to
output. In total, the
output is ready by the
65th–74th DCO period, well before the 88th period when the
divider is loaded.
As shown in Figs. 7 and 9, the
signal continues to propagate down the register chain, gating the clock to the DLF and
slow (i.e.,
-rate) portion of the DCO digital. This sequence
completes before the next reference edge so that when
goes
high, the majority of the PNR digital has completed switching.
This results in a quiet environment for the DMRO, whose supply

sensitivity was measured to be ten times higher when its frequency is
than when its frequency is
.
The DLF's output,
, is synchronous with
, so
upsampling it within the DCO digital does not require resynchronization. The DCO digital outputs are retimed by a set of
ﬂip-ﬂops near the DCO's FCE elements that are powered by
the DCO's supply. These ﬂip-ﬂops are clocked by a version of
that is passed directly from the divider to the DCO to
minimize jitter.
B. FDC Design
FDC's PFD is identical to the tristate PFD
PFD: The
commonly used in analog PLLs [56] except that it has been
modiﬁed so that its output can only be high when
is high.
This modiﬁcation forces
in the second half of each
reference period, ensuring that the DMRO frequency is
when the DMRO outputs and ring phase calculator's counter
are sampled. As mentioned above, the average width of
is around
, so this modiﬁcation has no effect on normal
operation.
DMRO: The DMRO circuit is shown in Fig. 10. It uses the
multi-path technique presented in [57], [58] to maximize the
number of ring stages under the constraint that
, because the magnitude of
deﬁned in Section II is
inversely proportional to the number of stages. Each stage has
three inputs: the output of the prior stage, the output from three
stages back, and the output from ﬁve stages back. The transistors are sized so that the output from ﬁve stages back has the
dominant inﬂuence on the current stage output. This shortens
the effective path around the ring to be closer to a 3-stage oscillator. The other paths have a phase-interpolation effect to ensure that the propagation of edges around the ring is sequential.
Without the multi-path technique, a conventional 13-stage ring
oscillator in this IC technology would not achieve a high enough
frequency to satisfy
.
DMRO tuning is achieved by current starving the core
oscillator. The DMRO's low frequency,
, is tunable from
0.4–3.4 GHz by two SPI-controllable 4 bit resistor arrays, one
between VDD and the core, and the other between the core and
ground. Its high frequency,
, is controlled in the same way,
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Fig. 10. DMRO circuit diagram with details of one of 13 identical stages.

Fig. 11. DMRO sampling synchronizer and associated timing diagram.

except transistors in triode are used in place of resistors. Four
bit tuning gives an
range of 1.8–5.1 GHz. The
signal
is buffered and drives switches that connect the MOS array
to the core, bypassing the resistor array, so as to modulate the
DMRO between
and
.
A well-known property of charge-pump based analog PLLs
is their low sensitivity to non-ideal charge pump switching transients provided that the charge pump current is allowed to fully
settle between transient events, and that the rising and falling
transient shapes are independent of when the current sources are
turned on or off, respectively. For the same reasons, non-ideal
DMRO frequency transients between
and
do not degrade the FDC-PLL's performance provided the DMRO frequency is allowed to fully settle before
transitions or the
DMRO is sampled, and that the rising and falling frequency
transient shapes are independent of the times of the rising and
falling edges of
, respectively. By setting
and

so that
is on average
wide via (1), the settling time
available for both the rising and falling frequency transients is
maximized. Simulations show that the DMRO deviates from its
ideal linear behavior by 0.35%, which results in in-band fractional spurs no great than 70 dBc.
Ring Phase Calculator Phase Sampling and Synchronizer:
Fig. 11 shows the circuit and timing diagrams of the synchronizer mentioned in Section II, which is a variant of that presented in [36]. The synchronizer solves two problems which
arise from asynchronous sampling of the DMRO by
.
The ﬁrst is that inevitable timing skew between the counter sampler and DMRO sampler will cause glitches near counter increments because the counter will not increment at the exact moment the DMRO phase wraps. The second is that even if the
counter and DMRO sampling paths are aligned, if the binary
counter is sampled while it is incrementing, hugely incorrect
sampled values may result.
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The
signal is a buffered version of
that
to prosamples the DMRO's phases
. Unlike the binary counter, only one of
duce
outputs transitions at a time, and incorrect
the
samples of the actively transitioning output result in a decoded
phase that is at most one 1/26th of a period (one fractional
quantization step) in error. Since the metastable region of the
sampling ﬂip-ﬂops is much narrower than a DMRO's stage
, incorrect sampling
delay when oscillating at frequency
is only likely to occur when the DMRO's phase is near a
boundary between quantization levels, so the actual error
due to an incorrect sample is much smaller than a fractional
quantization step.
and
are roughly in
The pair of DMRO phases
determine
quadrature, so the pair of samples
period
in which of roughly four equal parts of a
the
rising edge occurs. Two delay lines clocked on
sample
, one starting with a rising edge and
the other with the falling edge. Based on which of the four
period sub-intervals the
rising edge has
furthest from its
arrived, the delay line which sampled
rising edge is selected. The delay lines lengths are such that the
edge is always 1.5
periods after
generated
the
period in which the
rising edge arrived,
and
to settle before the MUX
allowing the samples
, which
decision is required; this adds a constant offset to
is ﬁrst differenced in the ring phase
is irrelevant because
calculator.
to determine where to sample the
By using
counter, the synchronizer is not sensitive to timing skew between
and
up to a quarter of a
period,
. For example, if
is delayed relative to
, then if
lands in the later part of the (0, 1) inmay be (0, 0) rather than
terval, the samples
(1, 0). In this case sampling ﬁrst with the falling edge rather
than the rising edge still gives the correct result, because if the
timing skew is less than one quarter of a DMRO period there
are no falling
edges between
and
.
By inserting replica delays and careful layout,
delay matching is easy to achieve.
is the ﬁrst
Retiming
to the falling edge of
step toward solving the second problem of sampling the binary
counter, since the sampling is now synchronous. However this
to propagate each count.
only allows the counter
Fig. 12 shows how the binary ripple counter is “wave” sampled sequentially wherein the propagation speed of the wave
is designed to approximately equal the propagation speed of
the ripple down the counter bits. In a ripple counter, the
output of one ﬂip-ﬂop is connected to the
input of the following ﬂip-ﬂop. The propagation speed of an MSB transition,
to 1000 , is therefore the cascade of the
to
e.g., 0111
delays of the ﬂip-ﬂops. By building a delay chain out of simpliﬁed ﬂip-ﬂops which mimic the clk to delay of a full ﬂip
ﬂop, the sampling edge can propagate at approximately the same
speed as the data through the ripple counter, which reduces the
effective propagation delay of the counter to the difference between the total ripple delay and the total wave delay.
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Fig. 12. Binary ripple counter and wave sampling scheme.

C. DCO
The DCO and its control circuitry are shown in Fig. 13. The
DLF controls its frequency through two banks of frequency
control elements (FCEs) of the type presented in [48]. Each
unit-weight FCE creates a capacitance step of 32 aF which is
equivalent to a 27 kHz frequency step at 3.5 GHz. The details
of the integer boundary avoider are described shortly, but its
and
outputs represent information from the integer
and fractional parts, respectively, of the DLF's 14 bit output,
. The integer part is encoded to drive the slow FCE bank,
a - - weighted array of 63 FCEs updated at the reference rate. The fractional part is upsampled at an eighth of
the DCO frequency and requantized by a second-order digital
modulator into a 5-level sequence similarly to [6]. This sequence is scrambled by a DEM encoder to produce
as in [48], which drives the fast FCE bank comprised of four
unit-weight FCEs. The LSB of
has a frequency weight of
one FCE (27 kHz), and the integer and fractional parts of
have bit-widths of 6 and 8, respectively, so the PLL controls the
DCO over a range of
kHz
MHz with a minimum
step size of
kHz
Hz.
A binary-weighted capacitor array controlled via the SPI interface is in parallel with the slow and fast FCE banks. It has
12 bits of tuning over a frequency range of 2.8–3.5 GHz, with
a 400 kHz step size at 3.5 GHz. The main inductor is a custom
2-turn 1 nH center-tapped coil, and the regeneration is provided
by a cross-coupled thick-oxide NMOS pair with a tail resonant tank as in [59] and triode-MOS tail source. The inductors,
capacitors, and all metal routing were designed and extracted
using the EMX 3D ﬁeld solver.
Integer Boundary Avoider: When the PLL is locked, any
slow variation in the DCO's frequency due to
noise and
supply and temperature changes will be tracked by the loop
and compensated by a restoring change in
. Inevitably
will wander toward an integer boundary, i.e., the point at which
wraps from 0.111
to 0 or vice versa and
increments or decrements correspondingly. When this happens, the
wrapping of
will impart a frequency change equal to the
average frequency step of the four FCEs in the fast bank. Simultaneously, the increment or decrement of the slow bank will
impart a frequency change equal to the frequency step of the
particular slow element that is switched. Because the LSB resolution of
is 105 Hz, the FCEs in the slow bank must match
the average of the FCEs in the fast bank to better than 105 Hz,
which is
times smaller than the FCE's 27 kHz frequency
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Fig. 13. DCO block diagram showing partition between custom analog and digital.

step. Achieving 8 bits of matching from 32 aF capacitors is
impossible, so in practice large frequency glitches are injected
each time an integer boundary is crossed. These glitches can
create local non-monotonicites at integer boundaries that lead to
limit-cycle-like oscillations whenever the boundary is crossed
that degrade the PLL's phase noise. Fig. 14 shows a simulation
of the FDC-PLL that demonstrates the effect this can have on
phase noise for the FCE matching expected in the prototype IC.
The integer boundary avoider in Fig. 15 mitigates this
problem by minimizing the change of
so as to reduce
the number of physical integer boundary crossings. As shown,
the DLF output is split into its integer and fractional parts,
and
such that
. When
the AND gate output is high, it subtracts one from the integer
path, and when it is low, it subtracts from the fractional path;
thus the sum
always equals
. This
doubles the range required of the
modulator to [ , 1),
which is why the fast FCE bank has four rather than three FCE
elements. Swapping
from the integer to the fractional path
and vice versa swaps which portion of the
modulator's
range—either [ , 0) or [0, 1)—is used. The logic sets the
AND output such that the
modulator's “0” point always
straddles the previously crossed boundary; in this manner,
re-crossings of a just-crossed integer boundary are handled by
the
modulator's range rather than the integer part.
The waveforms in Fig. 16 show the possible scenarios.
Starting with the thick trace, when
crosses boundary in
the rising direction at time
changes and the slow bank
increments; however, subsequent re-crossings of at times

Fig. 14. Increased phase noise due to limit cycles near integer FCE boundaries
in the DCO.

and
do not affect
, because only
changes. It is
only if
were to cross
(the upper dashed trace) or
(the lower dotted trace) would
change, and again in
the upper dashed example, when the
is crossed for the
second time at
is changed instead of
.
The integer boundary avoider therefore prevents any hysteresis around transitions in the slow bank, and reduces the
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TABLE I
AREA AND POWER BREAKDOWN OF THE IC

Fig. 15. Integer boundary avoider circuit.

problem to occasional single-event disturbances in
, on the
order of the FCE mismatches. An alternative solution to this
problem presented in [60] relies on foreground measurement
and correction of the FCE mismatches using training sequences.
While this technique does correct for the mismatches rather
than just minimize their occurrences, it requires a calibration
lasting on the order of minutes to fully characterize the whole
FCE bank [61].

Fig. 16. Example of integer boundary avoider operation.

D. Power Distribution
The dotted boxes in Fig. 6 show the four separate power
domains on the die: reference, FDC, digital, and DCO. The
IC has one global ground provided by a low-impedance metal
mesh that covers the active layout wherever possible. The use
of a single ground simpliﬁed block-to-block communication as
all signals are passed differentially with a ground shield, minimizing inter-supply current.
Each supply is heavily ﬁltered with passive RC networks occupying any unused layout area, and the FDC supply was further sub-divided into four additional RC-ﬁltered domains: PFD,
divider, DMRO, and all the DMRO sampling and synchronization logic. For all the supplies with the exception of the reference, the RC-ﬁlter bandwidths were insufﬁciently low to have
an appreciable impact on the fundamental harmonics of their
supply currents. However, they were highly effective at minimizing supply bounces due to bondwire ringing from impulsive
currents, which would have otherwise coupled back into its own
circuitry or inductively to nearby bondwires.
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The prototype IC contains the FDC-PLL in Fig. 6 as well as
test circuitry to measure internal voltages, clocks, and register
values. The SPI interface logic and programming registers occupy 20% of the PNR digital area. The IC was fabricated in ST

Fig. 17. Die photograph.

65 nm single-poly, seven-copper CMOS process, and makes use
of the dual-oxide (LP and GP transistors both available) as well
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Fig. 18. Representative measured FDC-PLL phase noise for a 3.5 GHz output with a 400 Hz fractional frequency, and estimated phase noise contributions.

as high-resistivity poly process options. The die, which measures 1.0 1.3 mm , is shown in Fig. 17. The active area, which
includes inductor density transition regions and all on-chip decoupling capacitance, is 0.34 mm . The area and power breakdowns are given in Table I.
The IC is packaged in a QFN32 package with a ground
paddle. Sixteen copies of the IC were tested with a compression
socket, of which four were damaged by a software bug that
caused the IC to brieﬂy receive 5 V during startup. Comprehensive measurements taken on the remaining 12 copies were all
consistent. The presented spurious results were measured from
one part because it was discovered that soldering the IC to the
test board improved its spurious performance by 2–3 dB. This
was determined by comparing the before-and-after-soldering
measurement data for this particular part. The QFN footprint
on the board was tinned rather than leveled and gold plated.
It is suspected that unevenness in the tinning caused one or
more pads to make poor contact when using the socket, which
is corroborated by the fact that over-spec clamp-down pressure
was required before the IC even drew current from the supply.
In addition to the IC, the test board contained an Abracon
ABM8G 26 MHz crystal for the XO and a TDK HHM1583B1
wideband RF balun to match the differential output buffer to
the measurement equipment. Power to the four supply domains
was provided by Analog Devices ADP171 voltage regulators
with parallel 10 F X5R and 100 pF NP0 ceramic capacitors.
While having independent supplies enabled characterization of
individual blocks, for the measurements presented (with the exception of the DCO open-loop measurement discussed below)
all the IC supply domains were connected together and driven
with one regulator. The test board was connected to a motherboard that supplied power and USB communication to the measurement PC.
The phase noise measurements were taken with an Agilent
E5052B signal source analyzer, and the spurious tone measurements were taken with an Agilent N9020A spectrum analyzer.
In order to prevent unintentional alteration of data, all measure-

TABLE II
DCO'S MEASURED PERFORMANCE AT EACH OUTPUT FREQUENCY
EXTREME FROM A 1.0 V SUPPLY

ments, data collection, screen captures, and plot generation were
performed using an automated suite of Python scripts.
The FDC-PLL's phase noise for a 3.5 GHz output with a
400 Hz fractional frequency offset is shown in Fig. 18. It is
suspected that an output-power-limiting impedance mismatch
limits the phase noise ﬂoor, as 20 MHz spot phase noise as low
as 154 dBc/Hz has been observed in the lab with a high-quality
SMA cable. However, for consistency with previously-taken
measurements, the same generic SMA cable was used for all
measurements. As shown, the PLL exceeds GSM phase noise
requirements, which remain among the most difﬁcult speciﬁcations to meet. By running multiple measurements with tweaked
PLL conﬁguration parameters, the phase noise contributions
of all the individual blocks were extrapolated to produce the
plot shown in Fig. 18. The DMRO's extrapolated phase noise
has
and
contributions of 104 and 109 dBc/Hz
at 1 MHz offset normalized to 1 GHz. The DMRO dominates
the in-band noise, whose phase noise contribution to the output
sees a band-pass transfer function [50]. While this level of noise
is sufﬁcient for this application, for other applications which
may require wider loop bandwidths and/or lower in-band noise
plateaus the DMRO phase noise would have to be improved.
Given that the DMRO consumes less than 1.7 mW versus 9 mW
for the DCO, DMRO power could be doubled for a 3 dB improvement in in-band noise with little impact on overall power
consumption.
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON TABLE

>81 dB

7 dB

Fig. 19. Measured DCO phase noise at an output frequency of 3.5 GHz.
Fig. 20. Measured FDC-PLL output spectrum showing reference spur.

The open-loop DCO performance is listed in Table II, and
its phase noise for a 3.5 GHz output is shown in Fig. 19. The
DCO's true low-frequency noise was only visible after a 220 F
electrolytic capacitor was added in parallel with those already
attached to the DCO supply regulator. For the closed-loop plot
in Fig. 18, the PLL had sufﬁciently wide bandwidth to suppress
the DCO regulator noise, making the electrolytic capacitor unnecessary. The oscillator core's low intrinsic supply sensitivity
is a result of the low nonlinear parasitic capacitance on the os-

cillator nodes, due to the FCE's use of MOM rather than MOS
unit capacitors [48].
The reference spur shown in Fig. 20 is 81 dBc. Due to the
asymmetry of the negative and positive offset spurs, it is suspected that the origin of the 81 dBc spur is direct coupling,
e.g., through bondwires, not upconversion within the PLL. Repeated sweeps of the spectrum analyzer showed the positive
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Fig. 21. The largest measured fractional spurious tones as a function of the
PLL's fractional frequency setting.

is less than the expected
(26 phases)
dB because
when QNC is enabled, 1–10 MHz phase noise is dominated by
DMRO and DCO noise rather than quantization noise. This plot
veriﬁes the theoretical operation of the
FDC; the accumulated
FDC's quantization noise is cancelled by ﬁrst-differenced DMRO quantization noise, which is only possible if the
FDC's quantization noise has second-order shaping. The
plot also implicitly shows the level of matching between the
DMRO phase taps, because any mismatch in DMRO elements
would not be canceled by QNC.
The FDC-PLL's measured performance is summarized in
Table III along with that of the best comparable PLLs published
to date. As indicated, the FDC-PLL has excellent phase noise
performance and low power consumption with the lowest
supply voltage and best spurious tone performance in its class.2
The PLL presented in [20] achieves spurious tone performance
that is only 2 dB worse than that of the FDC-PLL, but it uses
dither to suppress spurious tones at the expense of increased
phase noise. Compared to other digital PLLs with similarly
low phase noise, the FDC-PLL achieves an order of magnitude
lower spurious tone power than previously reported.
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